
The Back to School time for kids can be charged with excitement and anticipation,  
and as they get ready to return to the classroom, there’s a lot for families to talk about. 
Just as you would talk with your kids when they’re young about other critical safety issues that  
are important for them to know, begin the conversations about substance early on, and tailor  
the information you give them to their age and stage of development. Let’s get started!

This is a time when kids will go through a lot of changes. It’s important to set 
rules and follow through with them, increase opportunities for their own positive 
decision-making, listen to complaints and find simple solutions together.  

Here are 5 tips to help you start  
the conversation with your child: 

Get more suggestions for how to talk with your child about substances.

•  Introduce the word ‘Drug’. Explain the difference between when some 
drugs may be helpful and when they might be harmful for children. 

•  Explain how some drugs – like medicines that a doctor gives them are 
helpful and can make them feel better if they are sick. Explain that some 
kids need to take drugs/medicines every day to help their bodies work 
the way they are supposed to. 

•  Be clear that some drugs, like tobacco and alcohol, are not good at all 
for their bodies and can cause children to be very sick.

•  For most kids this age this introduction is enough, and can even be 
overwhelming. If your child asks additional questions, answer them in 
simple but honest terms and do not add anything they don’t ask. 

•  Set clear safety rules and consequences. Involve your children in setting 
up some simple rules such as; “Never take medicine from anyone but me 
or dad” and “Come and tell me if you think someone in our family might 
be in danger because they are playing with a bottle that has the poison 
symbol on it.” Let your children know that the rules are there to keep 
everyone in the family safe.

TIPS

Elementary school level – Ages 5-8

https://www.drugfreekidscanada.org/prevention/the-importance-of-communication/


Tweens are engaging and interesting. This is a time when they may feel torn 
between the safety and security of family, and the excitement of being with friends. 
Some kids may be more vulnerable to substance use and other negative behaviours.  
As parents, what we say and how we say it will have an impact on their thinking, 
decision-making, risk taking and choices.  

•  Tone is everything. Think discussion, not lecture. Ask them calmly 
what they know about drugs and what they see most often in their 
school and community, and actively listen to what they say. 

•  Focus on smoking, alcohol, and cannabis, as these are most often the 
first substances tweens try. “What do they know?” “Where do they 
get their information?” “How would they know if it is reliable?”

•  Communicate that you are concerned about substance use and be 
honest if you do not know all of the information. “To tell you the truth, 
I’m not completely up to date on all of the harmful substances out 
there. Maybe we can learn more together.”

•  Research ‘unknowns’ or misconceptions about drugs together.
•  Be aware of the impact on your own actions – your tween is 

watching you.

Middle school level – Ages 9-12 

Here are 5 tips that may help you  
to connect with your tween about  
substance use: 

TIPS

Get more suggestions for how to talk with tweens about substances.

https://www.drugfreekidscanada.org/prevention/the-importance-of-communication/active-listening/
https://www.drugfreekidscanada.org/prevention/the-importance-of-communication/


Teenagers are developing their own individuality, ideals and dreams. They may  
be passionate about a cause, a sport or anything else that interests them.  
They are totally social beings and friends can take precedence over their parents,  
as a consequence, they can also be vulnerable to pressure from peers. 

•  Pick a time when you’re doing something together to bring up 
substance use. Respect any refusal to talk calmly, and let them know 
you’re ready when they are. “Well, when you want to talk to me,  
I’m here.”

•  Keep your cool, and don’t use fear tactics. Encourage mutual respect 
and honesty in your conversations by discussing, not lecturing. You 
listen - they listen.

•  Alcohol, nicotine and cannabis are the most widely consumed 
substances by teens, and the popularity of vaping has increased. 
Spend extra time discussing these substances. “What are their 
opinions about using these substances?” “Why do they feel this way?”

•  Remind them of the importance of not taking any medication that 
is not prescribed to them and discuss opioids such as fentanyl and 
oxycodone. Talk with them about tainted street drugs that cause death, 
even the first time. 

•  Establish code words with them for any “I need help” or “Come and 
get me” situations that may save them from harmful conditions or 
negative peer responses. 

High school level – Age 13-18 

Here are 5 tips for talking with  
your teens about drug use: TIPS

Get more suggestions for how to talk with teens about substances.

https://www.drugfreekidscanada.org/prevention/the-importance-of-communication/


Let your kids know you’ll be there for them, no matter what. Work with your 
kids to help them develop strategies or things they can say to help them get 
out of uncomfortable or potentially harmful situations that might involve drugs 
and alcohol with their peers.  
Know that your kids need you at every age - and having open, two-way 
conversations can help to reinforce the bonds you have with your children.

Additional Resources: 
Partnership to End Addiction  
Kids Health 
Alcohol and Drug Foundation 

As parents, you make a positive difference in your child’s life! 

Helping your adult child prepare for a healthy life after high school involves giving 
them positive guidance while promoting their independence. This is a transitional  
time, they may be moving away from home or to another city to attend college  
or university. Chances are they already have some experience with substance use,  
and have already made their own choices. Be respectful and listen to their choices 
before offering to share your perspectives. 

•  Keep an open line of communication with young adult child, even as they 
leave home. Remind them they can always turn to you for help. 

•  Stay alert to possible mental health issues and encourage them to talk about 
how they are feeling. There is a strong link between mental and physical 
health issues, including stress and anxiety, and substance use. 

•   The most popular drugs on college campuses are alcohol, cannabis and 
vaping.  Discuss the lower risk alcohol and cannabis guidelines with them. 
These recommendations can greatly help reduce the potential harms of 
alcohol and cannabis use to their health. 

•  Remind them that non-medical use of prescription stimulants, pain relievers 
and tranquilizers can have serious short and long term consequences.

•  Talk about alcohol or cannabis impaired driving. Remind them to never to 
operate a motorized vehicle after consuming cannabis or drinking alcohol 
or get into a vehicle driven by someone who is impaired. 

College & University level – Young adult Age19-25

Here are 5 suggestions for talking  
with a young adult child about drug use: 
 

TIPS

https://www.ccsa.ca/sites/default/files/2019-09/2012-Canada-Low-Risk-Alcohol-Drinking-Guidelines-Brochure-en.pdf
https://www.camh.ca/-/media/files/pdfs---reports-and-books---research/canadas-lower-risk-guidelines-cannabis-pdf.pdf
https://drugfree.org/
https://kidshealth.org/
https://adf.org.au/



